The oxide heterostructure LaAlO 3 =SrTiO 3 supports a two-dimensional electron liquid with a variety of competing phases, including magnetism, superconductivity, and weak antilocalization because of Rashba spin-orbit coupling. Further confinement of this two-dimensional electron liquid to the quasi-onedimensional regime can provide insight into the underlying physics of this system and reveal new behavior. Here, we describe magnetotransport experiments on narrow LaAlO 3 =SrTiO 3 structures created by a conductive atomic force microscope lithography technique. Four-terminal local-transport measurements on Hall bar structures about 10 nm wide yield longitudinal resistances that are comparable to the resistance quantum h=e 2 and independent of the channel length. Large nonlocal resistances (as large as 10 4 ) are observed in some but not all structures with separations between current and voltage that are large compared to the two-dimensional mean-free path. The nonlocal transport is strongly suppressed by the onset of superconductivity below about 200 mK. The origin of these anomalous transport signatures is not understood, but may arise from coherent transport defined by strong spin-orbit coupling and/or magnetic interactions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of a two-dimensional electron liquid (2DEL) [1] at the interface between two insulating oxides, LaAlO 3 (LAO) and SrTiO 3 (STO), has attracted considerable attention because of the wide range of properties exhibited. These phenomena emerge from the conducting state of the 2DEL, above a sharp metal-insulator transition (MIT), at a critical LAO thickness of 3 unit cells [2] . The MIT itself is quite remarkable and exhibits a temperature and electric field dependence that is distinct from ordinary semiconductors [3] . The existence of a conducting interface has been explained by a ''polar catastrophe'' model [1] in which the 2DEL forms to help screen the polarization of the LAO layer.
Though LAO and STO are both nonmagnetic, their interface exhibits emergent magnetic behavior [4, 5] , in addition to the conducting properties previously reported. Under some conditions, the magnetism can coexist [6] [7] [8] with interfacial superconductivity [9, 10] . Strong Rashba spin-orbit coupling, with spin splitting as large as 10 meV, has been inferred from weak antilocalization measure-ments [11, 12] . The large Rashba interaction is believed to originate from atomic spin-orbit coupling of Ti 3d t 2g orbitals combined with inversion symmetry breaking at the LAO/STO interface [13] .
The MIT of 3-unit-cell LAO/STO heterostructures can be controlled with extreme nanoscale precision [14] using a voltage-biased conductive atomic force microscope (c-AFM) probe in contact with the top LAO surface. It is possible to change the conducting state to form structures with linewidths as narrow as 2 nm and a point resolution approaching 1 nm [15] . This technique has enabled the creation of a variety of nanostructures and devices, including nanoscale transistors [15] , rectifying junctions [16] , optical photodetectors [17] , and singleelectron transistors [18] . The experiments described here are performed on LAO/STO Hall-cross nanostructures characterized by low-temperature magnetotransport measurements.
II. DEVICE PREPARATION
A. Sample growth and processing LAO/STO heterostructures are grown in a similar fashion as in Refs. [18, 19] . The STO substrate is TiO 2 terminated by etching in buffered HF for 60 seconds. An atomically smooth surface is achieved by subsequent annealing at 1000 C for 2-12 hours. After substrate preparation, a thin (3.4 unit cells) LAO film is grown on top of STO by pulsed laser deposition at a temperature of either 780 C or 550 C. Table I summarizes device names and  sample growth parameters. Electrical contacts are made to the LAO/STO interface by Ar þ etching (25 nm) followed by Ti=Au (2 nm=23 nm) sputter deposition. A second Au layer defines wire bonding pads and their leads, connecting them to the contacts from the first Au layer for each ''canvas.'' Electrical contact is made between this second layer and a chip carrier via gold wire bonds.
B. Device writing
Nanoscale devices are written using c-AFM lithography [14] . Prior to device writing, the entire canvas is erased by performing multiple raster scans in contact mode with a tip voltage V tip ¼ À10 V. The background resistance between adjacent electrodes (> 1 G at room temperature) increases by several orders of magnitude at low temperatures, eliminating the possibility of unwanted coupling between electrodes. Five-terminal Hall devices with center channel lengths varying between 2 m and 10 m are written with positive voltages (V tip ¼ 10-15 V) applied to the tip and at a speed of 200 nm=s. The resulting nanostructures are composed of nanowire segments having widths of about 10 nm, as determined by analysis of local erasure experiments performed on the same canvas with the same AFM probe [14] . Trapezoidal virtual electrodes contact the gold interface electrodes at one end and taper down to contact the nanostructure at the other end, as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). Upon completion of device writing, the sample is quickly transferred to the vacuum environment of a dilution refrigerator for cryogenic measurements.
III. EXPERIMENTS
Transport experiments are carried out at two locations, the University of Pittsburgh (Pitt, devices C and H-H7) and the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory (NHMFL, devices C2 and C3), using independent measurement setups. At both locations, true differential voltage amplifiers (Femto model DLPVA) with 1-T input impedance are used so that virtually no current is drawn in the voltagesensing contacts. At Pitt, simultaneous-sampling 24-bit data acquisition cards are used to source voltages and acquire amplified voltage signals. Lock-in amplification is achieved by demodulating the signal with computerbased digital signal processing, allowing simultaneous measurement of up to four channels. For electrical current measurements, a transimpedance amplifier is used (Femto DDPCA-300). At NHMFL, conventional lock-in amplifiers are employed to perform transport measurements. Low-frequency (about 1 Hz) lock-in detection is used at both locations to minimize capacitive and inductive coupling. Devices are cooled in refrigerators with base temperatures 50 mK (Pitt), 20 mK (NHMFL), or 250 mK (NHMFL).
IV. RESULTS

Transport experiments are performed on multiterminal
Hall-cross structures with wire segments that are about 10 nm wide. All of the results reported here have been reproduced qualitatively in multiple devices from different LAO/STO heterostructures, independent of growth conditions (Table I) and measurement setups (at Pitt and at NHMFL). Although the devices are fabricated in a nominally similar fashion, two distinct classes of physical properties emerge across all experiments. Of the ten devices reported here, three exhibit ''type-C'' behavior, while the remaining seven exhibit ''type-H'' behavior. The devices themselves have been labeled after measurement according to their classification (e.g., device C2 or device H3). For clarity of comparison, an example of each type, device C and device H, are shown in Fig. 1 with device schematics and transport characteristics. A detailed summary of device behaviors is shown in Table I , with additional data on devices C2 and C3 given in the Supplemental Material (Figs. S1 and S3) [20] .
Four-terminal V cd ðI ab Þ curves are acquired by sourcing current I ab from lead a to lead b and simultaneously measuring the voltage V cd between leads c and d. The differential resistance R ab;cd dV cd =dI ab is obtained by numerical differentiation or directly measured with a lockin amplifier. Figure 1 The out-of-plane magnetic field dependence of the nonlocal resistance R 12:43 C for device C is shown in Fig. 2(a) . The nonlocal magnetoresistance is empirically described by the expression R 14;23
The forward-and reverse-field sweeps exhibit some hysteresis. In addition, local increases near þ= À 3 T are observed after sweeping through a zero magnetic field, somewhat similar in nature to the hysteretic effects reported by Brinkman et al. [4] . The local two-terminal magnetoresistance shows overall positive curvature, as well as magnetic hysteresis [ Fig. 2(b) ], with a slow time-scale response. Device C3 shows evidence of weak antilocalization ( Fig. S3 ) but without any signature of magnetic hysteresis.
A striking interaction between superconductivity and nonlocal resistance occurs below the superconducting critical temperature T c % 200 mK. Figure 3(a) shows the fourterminal longitudinal V 23 ðI 14 Þ relationship for device C at T ¼ 65 mK, well below T c . As will be described in greater detail elsewhere [21] , the low-resistance state for jI 14 j < I 14 c ¼ 3 nA results from superconductivity within the nanowire. Application of a magnetic field larger than H c % 1500 Oe destroys the superconducting state, thereby restoring a linear I-V curve. Figure 3 (b) shows a nonlocal experiment performed by sourcing current between leads 1 and 2 and measuring the voltage across terminals 3 and 4. The nonlocal resistance collapses with the onset of superconductivity in the main channel. When the driving current or applied magnetic field becomes sufficiently large, superconductivity is suppressed and the nonlocal resistance returns. The nonlocal critical current I c 12 % 25 nA is approximately 1 order of magnitude larger than I c 14 . Suppression of the nonlocal response is not directly related to supercurrent flow within the main channel, since there is no current flow within the main channel. Figure 4 shows the nonlocal resistance as a function of current I 12 and magnetic field H. As the magnetic-field strength is increased, the nonlocal critical current decreases monotonically. The abrupt increase in nonlocal resistance observed at about 70 nA exhibits a much more rapid decrease with magnetic-field strength compared to the main jump at 25 nA. Device H becomes superconducting [ Fig. 3(c) ] with a similar critical current, but the nonlocal response remains vanishingly small for all values of the magnetic field [ Fig. 3(d) ]. Figure 5 shows the two-terminal I-V curve and its correlation with the nonlocal differential resistance [numerically calculated from Fig. 3(b) ] for device C. The twoterminal I-V curve is nonlinear, showing an overall s-shaped profile (higher resistance at lower current) and steplike structures in the range À25 nA < I 12 < 25 nA. Some sharp spikes, as indicated by arrows in Fig. 5(b) , are superconductivity-related features that are suppressed by magnetic fields (Fig. 4) . Such spikes are strongly correlated between two-terminal resistance and nonlocal resistance, further suggesting superconductivity can globally affect the transport properties in the device. Other nonsuperconductivity-related local variations do not affect the nonlocal transport. For example, in the range À150 nA < I 12 < À50 nA, the two-terminal resistance changes from 2h=e 2 to 3h=e 2 , while the nonlocal resistance remains unchanged.
The contact resistance can be estimated from the difference of the two-terminal and four-terminal resistance measurements. In the normal state, the four-terminal resistance the input impedance of the voltage amplifiers or any other characteristic impedance in the system. The length dependence of longitudinal resistances is examined for all type-C and H devices (i.e., those with no observable nonlocal signal) at 500 mK. As shown in Fig. 6 , while the length varies from 2 to 10 m and for all the 10-nm wide type-H devices, the longitudinal resistances of these five devices fall within a relatively narrow range, 6:5-8:6 k. Type-C devices show a wider variation, but no clear scaling with the main channel length.
V. DISCUSSION
The local and nonlocal transport phenomena reported here place strong constraints on any unified theoretical description. The 3-unit-cell LAO/STO system is naturally insulating-sheet resistances of erased canvases are of order G at room temperature and immeasurably large at cryogenic temperatures. Thermoelectric effects cannot account for the observation of the large nonlocal signal, since the I-V curve would have a quadratic or nonlinear relationship rather than the linear nonlocal I-V curve [ Fig. 1(d) ] observed here. The absence of charge-current flow along the main channel implies the existence of another state variable to relate voltages and currents, e.g., the spin degree of freedom. A key observation is that the nonlocal transport of type-C devices spans the device dimensions (L of about 10 m),2 orders of magnitude larger than the mean-free path (l MF of about 10-100 nm) of 2D LAO/STO [22] .
There are a number of reported nonlocal transport effects in semiconductors and superconductors that one can look toward in search of a theoretical explanation of these observations. Superconductivity-related nonlocal effects, e.g., Andreev reflection and charge imbalance [23] , cannot account for the presence of nonlocal transport well above the superconducting critical temperature, e.g., at 4 K. Large nonlocal transport is observed in the quantum spin Hall insulator phase of HgTe=CdTe quantum wells [24] [25] [26] . However, the electron bands in LAO/STO are all electronlike, so it is unclear how a bulk energy gap could arise. The nonlocal resistances observed in spin Hall effect experiments [27] are generally too small to observe without a spin-polarized source of electrons [27, 28] or a highly sensitive detector [29] . Nonlocal transport associated with a large spin or valley Hall effect has been observed near the Dirac point in graphene [30] ; however, a strong magnetic field is needed to observe this effect.
The experimental results suggest some form of highly coherent charge and/or spin transport. As shown in Fig. 6 , the longitudinal resistance of type-H devices is very weakly correlated with channel length, varying by only 20% as the channel length is changed by 500%. For type-C devices, C and C2 have similar longitudinal resistances even though the channel length differs from 6.5 to 10 m. Device C3 has much smaller nonlocal and longitudinal resistances, possibly suggesting the presence of a conducting ''bulk'' within the nanowire that screens the nonlocal resistance and contributes to the longitudinal resistance. Additionally, the resistance values are of order h=e 2 for all of the devices. In the meantime, our previous results reveal anomalous high mobilities that persist to room temperatures in these nanowires [31] .
While the origin of the nonlocal transport is an open question, we briefly discuss a few possibilities. The presence of nonlocal transport implies that nonlocal voltages cannot be screened. If the nanowire is regarded as a 2D system, then the bulk conduction states would need to be gapped. Magnetoconductance oscillations in 2D LAO/STO devices have been observed as a function of in-plane magnetic fields, which have been attributed to the opening and closing of a spin-orbit gap [32] . Lateral quantum confinement or disorder [33, 34] can also open a gap at the Fermi energy level.
Another possible explanation for the nonlocal transport, proposed by Fidkowski et al. [35] , involves the possible existence of a novel helical band structure in the one-dimensional LAO/STO nanowires. Ferromagnetic exchange between localized and delocalized carriers produces spontaneous ferromagnetism, and strong spin-orbit interactions lead to a helical band structure in which spin and momentum are locked. Such a helical wire could support nonlocal transport in the presence of spin imbalance because of the coupling of spin-motion locked transmission modes to the magnetization in different leads.
The physical distinction between type-C and type-H devices is not understood, but several factors are likely to be involved. First, it is known that LAO/STO samples exhibit local micron-scale inhomogeneous magnetic patches, as has been observed from scanning SQUID measurements [7] . Such magnetic inhomogeneity is uncontrollable, and the physical origin is still under debate. However, qualitative differences between the devices could be linked to this inhomogeneous magnetism. In fact, one of the devices (device C) explicitly shows ferromagnetic behavior in one of the leads [Fig. 2(b) ]. Second, type-H devices may lack the same ferromagnetic coupling. Alternatively, they may also have a Fermi energy that locally lies outside of the spin-orbit gap window because of the variations of carrier density or confinement depth along the wire. Such variations are expected because of the nature of the c-AFM writing technique. Experiments on wider structures (H6 and H7) show type-H behavior, i.e., absence of nonlocal signals.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Transport experiments have been performed on nanoscale devices created at the LaAlO 3 =SrTiO 3 interface. Local-transport experiments show longitudinal resistance values comparable to the resistance quantum and the existence of large (about k) nonlocal transport signatures over scales around 10 m that greatly exceed the 2D mean-free path. The nonlocal transport is strongly suppressed by the onset of superconductivity below around 200 mK. The unusual transport behavior suggests a spinbased mechanism related to emergent magnetism and strong spin-orbit coupling.
